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Gokhshtein Sports, a division of Gokhshtein Media LLC, is proud to announce the
signing of UFC Professional Fighter, Ode’ “The Jamaican Sensation” Osbourne to
an exclusive contract, representing him for sponsorships speci cally with the
blockchain and digital assets industry.

Ode’ “The Jamaican Sensation” Osbourne, who grew up in Kingston, Jamaica, lives,
and trains in Las Vegas, Nevada, USA. As a professional ghter with the UFC (Ultimate
Fighting Championship) (www.ufc.com), his pro-MMA record is:
10-4-0, 1 NC (Win-Loss-Draw)
With Ode’s most recent win via decision versus C.J. Vergara on November 6th, 2021,
Ode is preparing for his next ght, which will soon be announced. He is also
passionate about digital assets and the opportunity to represent brands within the
Blockchain industry through Gokhshtein Sports.
Gokhshtein Sports, a liated with Gokhshtein Media, provides access to businesses,
opportunities, and services not available from traditional sports agents. Part of the
services provided to Ode’ and clients of Gokhshtein Sports includes advisement and
education about the blockchain industry in the e ort to pursue global adoption of new
technology.
Gokhshtein Sports will negotiate and provide sponsorship compensation to clients
such as Ode’ Osbourne exclusively with Bitcoin, Ethereum, and other digital assets
from sponsors.
For more details about Ode’ Osbourne, please read his Wikipedia or UFC page:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ode%27_Osbourne
http://ufcstats.com/ ghter-details/6d68c1afe954f121
For more information about Gokhshtein Sports or inquiring about having Ode’
Osbourne sponsor your brand, please e-mail sports@gokhshtein.com.
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[Disclaimer: Readers should do their own research about all digital assets and brands mentioned by Gokhshtein
Media. The content shown here is educational information only and should not be considered nancial advice, or
direction to buy, trade or invest in any products or cryptocurrencies. The data and news shared here does not re ect
the opinions, policies of Gokhshtein Media or the laws regulating brands such as mentioned above. Any action
made by persons based on this information is done at their own risk.]

